WE DELIVER

Taking a break for happiness
During the last several weeks, no one has been immune to the challenges of
COVID-19. The struggles are real, but we continue to rely on hope to see us
through. In the midst of it all, many people have learned the value of setting
aside some time for fun. Taking a break not only allows you to temporarily
forget about the pandemic, but it’s also a wonderful opportunity to embrace
some happiness.
Renee Dunham and her daughter, Lucy, know this all too well. Lucy’s difficult
medical journey often demands a break from what has become the everyday
norm. That’s why Lucy derives so much happiness from A Kid Again adventures.
Events like Shop with the Pacers at Circle Center Mall in Indianapolis go a long
way toward brightening her day.

Events like this are so
amazing for families like
ours. We’re families who
just need a break, with kids
who need to create new
and wonderful memories.

GIVE HOPE. GIVE NOW.
Donate today!

Lucy’s mom is quick to express her gratitude. “Victor Oladipo took Lucy’s
group to the Finish Line and personally bought her two new pairs of shoes. Then
Pacemate Lauryn took Lucy from store to store, letting her buy anything that
made her happy,” Renee said. “Events like this are so amazing for families like
ours. We’re families who just need a break, with kids who need to create new
and wonderful memories.”
Hope, happiness, and healing have been the backbone of our mission for more
than two decades, and they will continue to be our guiding light in the days to
come. Help us create new and wonderful memories for kids like Lucy who so
dearly need them. Please give now and give Happiness.
GIVE NOW. GIVE HAPPINESS.
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